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The structure of the quasicrystalline approximant Al13Co4(100) has been determined by surface x-ray
diffraction (SXRD) and complementary density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations. Thanks to the use of
a two-dimensional pixel detector, which speeds up the data acquisition enormously, an exceptionally large set of
experimental data, consisting of 124 crystal truncation rods, has been collected and used to refine this complex
structure of large unit cell and low symmetry. Various models were considered for the SXRD analysis. The best
fit is consistent with a surface termination at the puckered type of planes but with a depletion of the protruding
Co atoms. The surface energy of the determined surface model was calculated using DFT, and it takes a rather
low value of 1.09 J/m2. The results for the atomic relaxation of surface planes found by SXRD or DFT were in
excellent agreement. This work opens up additional perspectives for the comprehension of related quasicrystalline
surfaces.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.165406

I. INTRODUCTION

The intermetallic Al13Co4-type compounds are famous
model systems for decagonal quasicrystalline phases. They
have been studied extensively in the past few years, both
to specify the structure of the various representatives of this
family (o-Al13Co4, m-Al13Co4, τ 2-Al13Co4, and o′-Al13Co4)
[1–5], whose stability is increased by a proper distribution
of vacancies [4,6], but also for their interesting transport
and mechanical behavior [7–9]. Most of the applications
related to complex intermetallic phases rely on their surface
properties. Indeed, these compounds exhibit a low coefficient
of friction, low adhesion [10], and high oxidation resistance
compared to their metallic constituents [11]. Recently, a
few complex intermetallics, among them o-Al13Co4, have
also been identified as potential selective catalysts for the
semihydrogenation of acetylene [12–15].

A detailed description of their surface structure is a key
starting point for understanding the surface properties. While
the low-index surfaces of pure metals have been studied for
decades and are today well understood [16,17], the surface
structure of alloys and intermetallic compounds is much more
complex [18]. Surface-science studies of structurally complex
intermetallic phases such as quasicrystals and their related
periodic approximants emerged in the 1990s with the suc-
cessful growth of centimeter-sized single crystals and precise
crystallographic models [19,20]. Czochralski growth of large
single crystals of the Al13Co4 compound was first achieved in
2008 starting from an Al-rich solution [21]. The structure of
this complex intermetallic is described as a periodic stacking of
two types of atomic planes (flat and puckered) along the [100]
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pseudo-10-fold direction [2,3] (Fig. 1), or alternatively as a
packing of pentagonal bipyramids (Henley-type clusters) [22].
More recently, the existence of a three-dimensional chemical
bonding network in this compound has been highlighted
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [23], and theoretical
calculations [9] leading to a description of the bulk structure
as columns of elongated clusters containing strong Co-Al-Co
molecular groups, resembling the three-dimensional “cage-
compound” structure of the intermetallic clathrates. Focusing
on the surface structure, an important point that is still a
matter of debate is the question of the interplay between
the three-dimensional bulk structure and the two-dimensional
surface.

The o-Al13Co4(100) surface was investigated recently using
a combination of low-energy electron diffraction (LEED),
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), x-ray photoelectron
diffraction (XPD), and theoretical calculations based on
density-functional theory (DFT). This first study concluded
that the surface is bulk truncated, with the selection of puckered
atomic planes as termination planes [24]. Further analysis
[25,26], using a combination of methods including STM,
x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), dynamical LEED,
and DFT calculations, confirmed previous results. In addition,
the surface composition deduced from XPS as a function of
probing depth below the surface indicated no sign of surface
chemical segregation. Surface energy calculations identified
four stable surface structures. An agreement between the
simulated and experimental STM images was obtained for
only two of them, in which all Al atoms of the puckered
planes are present but not all Co atoms. Using dynamical
LEED analysis, the best agreement was found with a bulk
truncated model that consists of Al-rich terminating planes
with no Co atoms, and otherwise a structure similar to the
bulk puckered layers (selection at the surface of puckered-type
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FIG. 1. Bulk structure showing a periodic stacking of two types
of atomic planes: flat (F ) and puckered (P ). Co and Al atoms are
represented by dark and light blue, respectively. The cell parameters
a = abulk, b = bbulk, and c = cbulk are given along with the Cartesian
coordinate system (x,y,z) (see Sec. III).

planes). Such a surface structure means that some of the strong
bonds of the bulk cluster substructure are broken at the surface.
This structure is not compatible with the one deduced from a
DFT-based simulated cleavage [13], which corresponds to a
surface terminated by an incomplete puckered layer consisting
of the tips of one type of the bulk pentagonal bipyramids
(Henley-type clusters). Therefore, the Al13Co4(100) surface
structure is still controversial (a dense Al-rich plane built by
bulk truncation and a selection of puckered-type planes as
surface planes [25,26] versus a highly corrugated surface that
preserves the bulk cluster substructure [13]).

So far, experimental studies of complex intermetallic
compounds have mainly used conventional surface-science
methods. STM images the electronic density of states and pro-
vides only indirect information of the surface structure. Elastic
and inelastic processes experienced by low-energy electrons
(�30–300 eV) ensure that the detected diffracted beam intensi-
ties are derived entirely from the outermost few atomic layers.
However, LEED is dominated by multiple scattering, which
implies a demanding data analysis based on a large number of
approximations, including nonstructural parameters: spherical
atomic potentials, constant inner potential, neglect of the po-
tential barrier at the surface, uniform absorption, and isotropic
temperature factors [27,28]. The alternative diffraction method
is surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) [29–31]. In this case,
one can generally ignore multiple scattering, which makes
data analysis easier. However, the weak interaction between
x rays and matter implies some experimental complexity.
The latter is performed at synchrotron facilities, under con-
ditions that minimize the scattering contributions from the
underlying bulk to ensure surface sensitivity. This technique
has already been applied successfully to get insight into the
structure of a fivefold quasicrystalline surface (icosahedral
Al70.4Pd21.4Mn8.2) [32]. Only the specular crystal truncation
rod was used, leading to information about the electron density
along the z direction only. Using four free parameters (the z

displacement and the concentration changes of the last atomic
layer, the surface roughness, and a global scale factor), the
authors reproduced quite well the measured structure factor.
However, drastic assumptions were made—a large number of
terminations instead of dense Al-rich layers as topmost layers,
for example—severely limiting the confidence in the obtained
results.

The objective of the investigation of the Al13Co4(100)
surface structure by ab initio calculations and SXRD is to

discriminate the different surface models proposed so far,
and to solve the exact position of atoms in the near-surface
region. This work also demonstrates that SXRD can be used
to solve the surface structure of complex intermetallics with
large unit cells. This structural determination was possible
because of the high density of crystal truncation rods resulting
from the large crystal unit cell and the relatively low symmetry
of the structure. This, in conjunction with the use of a 2D
pixel detector, made it possible for us to acquire the largest
experimental data set ever analyzed with SXRD, about five
times larger than the next-largest one [33].

The paper is organized as follows. The bulk structure and the
surface models are presented in Sec. II. Section III describes
the experimental and theoretical methods used in this work.
Results are presented in Sec. IV, followed by a discussion and
a conclusion in Secs. V and VI, respectively.

II. SURFACE MODELS

The orthorhombic o-Al13Co4 phase crystallizes in the
Pmn21 space group, with the following cell parameters:
a = abulk = 8.158 Å, b = bbulk = 12.342 Å, and c = cbulk =
14.452 Å (Fig. 1). The unit cell contains 102 atoms [2,3],
distributed over four atomic planes perpendicular to the
pseudo-10-fold direction: sequence F1P 1F2P 2, where the
mean position of each plane is 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75,
respectively. These atomic planes are represented in Fig. 2
(top view).

In the following, we focus on the pseudo-10-fold surface
of o-Al13Co4, perpendicular to the abulk axis. According to
previous studies, the surface plane is found to be derived from
the P -type planes only [13,25,26], which present a higher
atomic density and a higher concentration of Al compared to
the flat planes. In the following, all considered models are
built by bulk truncation and selection of the puckered layer
as termination planes (Figs. 3 and 4). Only models built from
bulk truncation at P 1 planes (xbulk = 0.25) are shown, but
corresponding P 2 models (xbulk = 0.75) were also included
in the SXRD analysis since the surface studied is expected to
include both terminations.

Two types of models were built, in agreement with a
previous study. The first type presents a complete (or nearly
complete) puckered layer as a surface plane, while the second
type presents an incomplete puckered layer as a surface plane,
in which about half of the surface atoms are absent. The
labels for the models are P

j

i , where i is the number of atoms
contained in the puckered termination layer, and j indicates
the type of atoms present at the surface.

Each complete puckered layer contains four Co atoms per
surface unit cell. Two of them are located above the mean
position of the puckered layer, while the other two are located
below. From this, we have generated four models shown in
Fig. 3, which include in the termination plane (i) all four
surface Co atoms (P Al,Co

26 ), (ii) only the buried surface Co

atoms (P Al,Co−
24 ), (iii) only the protruding Co atoms (P Al,Co+

24 ),
and (iv) no surface Co atoms (P Al

22 ). All models contain two Al
atoms called “glue atoms,” located in between the bipentagonal
motifs. Their occupancy numbers will be carefully investigated
by SXRD.
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FIG. 2. Atomic planes perpendicular to the [100] direction in
Al13Co4. Some atoms have been interconnected so as to show the
sections of the pentagonal bipyramids (Henley-type clusters), which
are bipentagonal motifs in the puckered plane and bidecagonal motifs
in the flat planes. The surface unit cell is shown with black lines:
bbulk = 12.342 Å and cbulk = 14.452 Å. In the flat planes, Co and Al
atoms are represented by dark and light orange, respectively. In the
puckered planes, Co and Al atoms are represented by green and pink,
respectively. Atoms slightly below (above) the mean position of the
plane are shown by a light color (dark color). Glue atoms in the
puckered planes are shown by gray.

FIG. 3. Surface unit cell of the (almost) complete surface models
considered. Co and Al atoms are represented by green and pink,
respectively. Atoms slightly below (above) the mean position of the
plane are shown by a light color (dark color). Glue atoms are shown
by gray.

FIG. 4. Surface unit cell of the incomplete surface models
considered. Co and Al atoms are represented by green and pink,
respectively. Atoms slightly below (above) the mean position of the
plane are shown by a light color (dark color).

Figure 4 shows several variations of the puckered termina-
tion where only one set of bipentagons is present, described
here as an incomplete P -layer model. The motivation for these
models came from the STM images, where just one set of the
bipentagons was clearly visible. A structure model in which
only one set of bipentagonal motifs is present at the surface
was also proposed in Ref. [13], resulting from a simulated
cleavage experiment. These models do not present surface
Al “glue atoms.” The considered incomplete models include
the one with the bipentagonal motifs containing the top Co
atoms (P Al−,Co+

12 ) and the one with the bipentagonal motifs

containing the bottom Co atoms (P Al+,Co−
12 ). Variations of these

two models are obtained by the removal of surface Co atoms
(P Al−

10 and P Al+
10 ).

III. METHODS

A. Surface x-ray diffraction: Experiment

The x-ray diffraction data were collected at the ID03 surface
diffraction beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility, ESRF, Grenoble. The experimental station (EH2)
hosts a z-axis horizontal diffractometer, dedicated to ultrahigh-
vacuum (UHV) studies and coupled with a UHV chamber. The
x-ray beam was generated by two U35 undulators and was
monochromatized with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled monolithic
double-bounce Si(111) monochromator. Two mirrors, the first
one toroidal with a controllable meridional radius and the
second one flat, focused the x-ray beam at the sample position.
The incident beam energy was set to 15 keV [34]. The scattered
intensity was recorded on a Maxipix area detector.

The Al13Co4 sample used in this experiment was grown
using the Czochralski method from Al-rich solutions. Further
details are given in Refs. [25,26]. The clean surface was
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FIG. 5. Module of structure factors |F35(�)| and |F−35(�)| ob-
tained from the integration of measured intensities.

prepared in situ, UHV, using repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering
(1 kV) followed by annealing at 1100 K under UHV (base
pressure 9 × 10−10 mbar). The annealing temperature was
measured using an optical pyrometer with the emissivity
set to 0.35. The structure quality and the cleanliness of the
surface were checked by LEED and XPS, before the SXRD
experiment, in a UHV chamber installed in a side laboratory.
The sample was transferred using a UHV suitcase in the UHV
diffractometer, and the surface was prepared again in situ using
the same sputtering and annealing cycles (max pressure during
the transfer: 1 × 10−7 mbar).

A total number of 189 crystal truncation rods (CTRs) were
measured. In the following, we adopt notations commonly
used in the SXRD community, i.e., z axis perpendicular to the
surface. Then xbulk corresponds to z, ybulk to x, and zbulk to y.
With the new convention, the 189 measured CTRs correspond
to 0 � h � 14, 0 � k � 14, and 0.9 � � � 4.9. The measured
intensities were integrated and converted to structure factors
Fhk(�) using a python script based on Ref. [35] under the
PYMCA program [36], which takes into account a whole range
of correction factors [37,38]. The main diffraction peaks
present in the Fhk(�) were then removed in the range �� =
±0.2 to emphasize the surface contribution. The intensities
from symmetry-equivalent rods were averaged using the AVE

program assuming one mirror plane inherited from the bulk
structure. Indeed, intensities display a mirror symmetry, as
shown in Fig. 5: (h,k,�) = (−h,k,�). The final data set consists
of 124 symmetry-nonequivalent CTRs, i.e., 8416 experimental
points.

B. Surface x-ray diffraction: Calculations

The ANA-ROD program developed by Vlieg [39] was used
to simulate the structure factors, using as a starting point
for the fits the models described in Sec. II. The models
have been allowed to relax, and the structures have been
refined. The quality of the fits is quantified by the goodness

of fit (GOF) defined by
√

1
N−R

∑ (Iobs−Icalc)2

σ 2 , where N is
the number of data points (8416), R is the number of
refined parameters (115 � R � 172 depending of the model

FIG. 6. Structural model implemented in the fitting process,
assuming equal probability for the two possible terminations (P 1
and P 2).

used), and σ is the standard variation. For each surface
model, the calculations have been carried out assuming equal
probability for the two possible terminations (Fig. 6). The
refined parameters include one scale factor, atomic positions,
Debye-Waller factors, and atomic occupation numbers. To
limit the number of refined parameters, the following strategy
was adopted. The occupation numbers of surface atoms were
fixed to 1, except for atoms positioned in the termination
layer, for which six independent occupation numbers were
calculated. The latter depends on the type of atom: Co+

bipent,

Co−
bipent, Al+bipent, Al−bipent, Al1glue, and Al2glue. Here, the sign ±

indicates whether the considered atomic groups are located
slightly below (−) or above (+) the mean position of the
plane (Fig. 2). The Debye-Waller factors were fixed to 0.4
for atoms positioned in the bulk, while they were refined
for surface atoms. Four isotropic Debye-Waller factors were
fitted: one per element for subsurface atoms, and two for Co
atoms positioned in the termination layer (Co+

bipent, Co−
bipent).

Eight anisotropic Debye-Waller factors were considered for
aluminum atoms positioned in the termination layer (Al+bipent,

Al−bipent, Al1glue, Al2glue). The atomic displacements were refined
in three directions. Symmetry relationships were implemented
for displacements of all surface and subsurface atoms. More
precisely, a surface atom located in the P 1 termination plane,
with coordinates (xbulk,ybulk,zbulk) using the bulk coordinate
system, is supposed to have its displacements related to the
ones of the corresponding surface atom located in the P 2
termination plane with coordinates (xbulk + 1

2 ,ȳbulk,zbulk + 1
2 ).

It is the same with subsurface atoms located in planes F1 and
F2, respectively. Atoms located in subsubsurface planes and
below were fixed at their bulk position. During the fit, each
parameter was refined independently.

C. Calculations based on DFT

Complementary to the experimental study, the
Al13Co4(100) surface was investigated by performing
calculations based on the DFT using the plane-wave Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP) [40–43]. The interaction
between the valence electrons and the ionic core is described
using the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method [44,45],
and the calculations are performed within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) [46,47].

The optimization of the atomic coordinates is performed
via the calculation of the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on
atoms and their minimization via a conjugate gradient algo-
rithm. Simulations of the Al13Co4(100) surface are achieved
by building 11-layer-thick symmetric slabs separated by a
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FIG. 7. Symmetric 11-layer-thick slabs used in the DFT calcula-
tions, presenting either the P 1 or P 2 termination

20-Å-thick vacuum region. The two possible terminations (P 1
and P 2) were considered (Fig. 7). The cutoff energy was set to
Ecut = 500 eV, and the k-point grid was set to 5 × 4 × 8 and
5 × 4 × 1 for bulk and surface calculation, respectively.

IV. RESULTS

A. Comparison of the structural models by SXRD

Table I and Fig. 1 of Supplemental Material summarize the
main results of the fits for the different surface models. The
in-plane and out-of-plane DW factors for surface aluminum
atoms belonging to bipentagonal motifs (Al+bipent,Al−bipent) turn
out to be very small, indicated as zero in the table, for all the
models. The same is true for the isotropic DW parameters of the
subsurface Co and Al atoms, except for subsurface Al atoms
in the case of the P

Al,Co−
24 model (DW Alsubsurface = 0.68).

The comparison of the different models reveals an inter-
esting indication. First, we can notice that the presence of
protruding surface Co atoms is very unlikely. Indeed, the DW
factor for Co+ atoms is very large, larger than 17.5 for models
containing protruding surface Co atoms (P Al−,Co+

12 ,P
Al,Co+
24 ),

and the occupancy of protruding surface Co atoms is rather low
(lower than 0.6). Either a high DW parameter value or a low
occupancy have, as an effect, a reduction of the contribution
of these atoms to the diffracted intensity. This means that the
contribution of the protruding Co atoms is very improbable.

Distinct conclusions can be drawn when investigating
the influence of buried surface Co atoms (Co− atoms) by

TABLE I. GOF, Debye-Waller factors (DW), and occupation
numbers (Nocc) deduced from the fitting process. DW and Nocc (GOF)
are rounded off to one (two) decimal points.

P Al
22 P

Al,Co
26 P

Al,Co−
24 P

Al,Co+
24 P

Al−,Co+
12 P Al−

10 P
Al+,Co−
12 P Al+

10

GOF 1.59 1.46 1.48 1.59 1.66 1.68 1.63 1.57
DW Co− 0.0 0.0 2.1
DW Co+ 0.0 17.5 20.0

Nocc Al+ 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.6
Nocc Al− 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8
Nocc Co− 0.9 0.6 0.9
Nocc Co+ 0.4 0.6 0.6

comparing the P Al
22 and P

Al,Co−
24 models on the one hand, and the

P
Al+,Co−
12 and P Al+

10 models on the other hand. Here, parameters
deduced for the fit are not drastically different with and without
the presence of surface Co− atoms. A slight improvement of
the fit is observed when removing Co− atoms from the P

Al+,Co−
12

surface, while a slight deterioration of the fit is observed when
removing Co− atoms from the P

Al,Co−
24 .

The SXRD analysis allows us to discriminate between sur-
face models presenting identical surface chemical composition
and density. This can be linked with the presence/absence
of surface protruding Co atoms when comparing P

Al,Co−
24

versus P
Al,Co+
24 , or P

Al−,Co+
12 versus P

Al+,Co−
12 . For incomplete

models containing no surface Co atoms (P Al−
10 versus P Al+

10 ), the
differences lie in the partial occupancies of Al surface atoms.
For P Al−

10 , the occupancy Nocc Al− is relatively high (0.8) but
the GOF is rather large (1.68), while for P Al+

10 , the GOF is lower
(1.57) but the Al occupancy is rather low (Nocc Al+ = 0.6),
corresponding to a very loose surface termination. In both
cases, the fits are not satisfactory.

The influence of the surface density can be explored by
comparing P

Al,Co
26 and P

Al,Co
12 models, for which the chemical

composition of the topmost plane is similar (�0.16 Co at. %).
Fits are in favor of the denser model. Indeed, the surface Co
DW factors for incomplete models are quite high: 20.0 for the
model containing protruding Co atoms and 2.1 for P

Al+,Co−
12 .

In the latter case, the occupancy of surface Al atoms is quite
low (0.5), meaning that this model is unlikely. Furthermore,
the GOFs are higher for incomplete models (1.63 and 1.66)
and lower (1.46) for P

Al,Co
26 .

To summarize, fits lead to the conclusion that acceptable
models are the ones presenting a dense topmost layer, without
protruding surface Co atoms. These two criteria are met for
both the P Al

22 and P
Al,Co−
24 models. These two models present

consistent fitted parameters and low GOF values (1.48 for
P

Al,Co−
24 and 1.59 for P Al

22 ). It is worth noting here that the
low occupancy of the surface Co+ sites of P

Al,Co
26 (0.4) means

that this refined surface model, which also presents a low
GOF value (1.48), is very similar to P

Al,Co−
24 . For the P Al

22
model, the absence of Co− atoms, located at the center of
a pentagonal motif made of protruding Al+ atoms, leads to
a slight decrease of the occupancy for the closest Al atoms
(Al+). This is probably due to the rather strong bond linking
these two types of atoms (Al+,Co−) in the bulk [48]. In the
following, we focus on P

Al,Co−
24 , which presents one of the

lowest GOFs of all the models.

B. Refinement of the PAl,Co−
24 model by SXRD

Additional experiments on the fitting procedures have been
performed using the P

Al,Co−
24 model. A slight increase in the

surface Co occupation number is obtained (Nocc Co− = 0.7)
when both the occupation number and the corresponding
Debye-Waller factor are allowed to vary together, all other
parameters remaining the same. Two additional models have
also been built by removing one surface Al glue atom. They
lead to a slight decrease of the GOF (from 1.48 to 1.47 and
1.46), and a small decrease of Nocc Co− (Nocc Co− = 0.5,0.6).
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TABLE II. Interlayer relaxations and corrugation of the surface
planes, deduced from SXRD and DFT. See Fig. 7 for notations. Values
in parentheses are bulk values.

SXRD DFT

r12 − 1.5% − 0.5%
r23 +2.1% �0.1%
r34 +0.8%
r45 �0.1%

�
topmost
P 1.03 Å 0.87 Å

(0.28 Å) (0.65 Å)
�subsurf

F 0.49 Å 0.21 Å

The largest difference is obtained with the occupation number
of this atomic position: 1.5 and 0.8 when two glue atoms are
considered, while the occupancy of surface Al glue atoms is
found to be lower for surface models containing only one
glue atom (1.1 and 0.5, depending on the type of glue atom
remaining at the surface).

In the following, we focus on the result obtained for a
fit performed with the presence of two glue atoms while
optimizing simultaneously the occupation number and the
corresponding Debye-Waller factor (Nocc Co− = 0.7). The
interlayer distance relaxation rij between two consecutive
planes i and j is calculated by rij = dij −d0

d0
, where dij and

d0 are the interlayer distances in the surface and bulk systems,
respectively. Here, we take the bulk structure determined by
x-ray diffraction as the reference (d0 = 2.04 Å). Similarly, the
corrugation �i of planes i is compared to the bulk values.
Here, all atoms in the atomic layers are considered. This means
that only 24 atoms are taken into account for the topmost layer,
while they are 26 for buried puckered layers. Using the labels of
Fig. 6, we found a contraction of the topmost layers (−1.5%),
while the subsurface relaxation is an expansion (+2.1%). The
plane corrugation is increased at the surface compared to the
bulk: �

topmost
P = 1.03 Å (�bulk

P = 0.28 Å), �subsurf
F = 0.49 Å.

Results are gathered in Table II, and atomic coordinates in the
two topmost layers are shown in Table 1 of the Supplemental
Material [49].

C. Surface structure from DFT calculations

The relaxation of the bulk structure leads to the following
cell parameters: abulk = 8.20 Å, bbulk = 12.41 Å, and cbulk =
14.43 Å, in good agreement with experimental values. This
leads to an interlayer distance equal to 2.05 Å, again in good
agreement with the experiment (2.04 Å).

Two 11-layer-thick slabs are considered to model the
P

Al,Co−
24 , each one presenting a given puckered termination

(P 1 or P 2). Unlike the SXRD approach, no symmetry
constraints have been applied here. After atomic relaxation,
both calculations lead to the same structure, the same interlayer
distance relaxations, and the same surface energy. These
results support the symmetry relationships implemented in
the SXRD analysis.

More precisely, the interlayer distance relaxations are
gathered in Table II. The corrugation of the topmost puckered
plane is found to increase at the surface compared to the

bulk, as already demonstrated by SXRD results. Similar trends
are found for surface relaxations on Al13Co4(100), using
SXRD or DFT calculations. The interlayer distance shows
a contraction at the surface in both cases, while an expansion
is calculated for subsurface planes (r34 for DFT and r23 for
SXRD). The discrepancies observed here between SXRD and
DFT are attributed to the limited number of planes (two planes)
considered for relaxation in the SXRD study.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Surface structure deduced from SXRD, LEED-IV, and DFT

We have shown that the fits of the large experimental SXRD
data set allow us to discriminate among various possible
structure models of the complex Al13Co4(100) surface. A
careful investigation of the influence of the surface atomic
composition and density leads to a restriction of the possible
solutions to only two possible models (P Al,Co−

24 and P Al
22 ).

This conclusion is in good agreement with previous studies.
The incomplete P

Al+,Co−
12 and P Al+

10 models are calculated to
be thermodynamically unstable [25], while the incomplete
models deduced from a simulated cleavage (P Al−,Co+

12 and
P Al−

10 ) [13], which are calculated to be thermodynamically
stable for Co-rich compounds, do not correspond with the
experimental STM images [25] and are not supported by our
SXRD analysis. Calculations of Ref. [13] were done with the
constraint of a constant number of atoms in the simulation
cell, which do not correspond to the experimental approach,
leading to biased results.

Our results are also compatible with those obtained via a
LEED-IV analysis [25], which identified the almost complete
P Al

22 model as the surface model with the lowest Pendry
R-factor (0.26). Here, the disagreement between the previous
LEED-IV results and the SXRD ones consists only in the
presence/absence of two surface Co atoms slightly below the
mean position of the plane. According to LEED-IV analysis,
the Pendry R-factor of our best model (P Al,Co−

24 ) is 0.31,
i.e., very similar to that of the P Al

22 model without a few Al
glue atoms (R-factor in the range 0.29–0.32). From SXRD,
taking into account the presence of two or only one glue atom
(P Al,Co−

24 model) does not change drastically the GOF: it stays
in the range 1.46–1.48, i.e., below the GOF of other models.
Altogether, results converge toward a surface termination of
the Al13Co4(100) at puckered layers where protruding Co+

atoms are missing and where the subsurface Co− and Al glue
atoms are best described with a partial occupancy.

Both SXRD and DFT calculations lead to similar trends
in surface relaxation (the P

Al,Co−
24 model; see Fig. 8 and

Table 2 of the Supplemental Material [49]). The interlayer
distance shows a contraction at the surface in both cases,
while the corrugation of the topmost layer increases. The
comparison of the atomic positions obtained by both methods
gives very similar results. To illustrate this point, a projection
of the atomic positions located in the topmost puckered
plane, determined by SXRD (in blue) or DFT (in orange),
is shown in Fig. 9. The differences found for the topmost
atomic coordinates, by comparing the two approaches, are
very small for in-plane positions (below 0.02 Å), while they are
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FIG. 8. Atomic relaxations deduced from SXRD (in black) and
DFT (in red-orange) as a function of the ybulk (or x) coordinate.
Top: relaxations perpendicular to the surface plane (xbulk or z). The
xbulk coordinate is given relatively to the mean position of the plane.
Bottom: relaxations parallel to the surface plane (zbulk or y).

FIG. 9. Atomic relaxations deduced from SXRD (in blue) and
DFT (in red-orange) of the two types of puckered surface planes
(P Al,Co−

24 model). Al (Co) atoms are shown by a light (dark) color.
Only atoms in the topmost plane are represented. The surface cell is
drawn by black lines.

larger for out-of-plane positions (below 0.04 Å). The quantity
[(xSXRD − xDFT)2 + (ySXRD − yDFT)2 + (zSXRD − zDFT)2]

1
2 is

smaller than 0.075 for surface atoms located in the topmost
puckered plane.

The previous LEED-IV analysis of the Al13Co4(100) sur-
face led to different conclusions regarding surface relaxations,
with an interlayer relaxation of +1% and −1% for the two
surface layers of the first type (P1F2 and F2P2), while the order
is reversed for the other type (i.e., −1% and +1% for P2F1 and
F1P1) [25]. Such a reversal is not reproduced by the SXRD
results and DFT calculations. This discrepancy may come
from the assumption of a strictly ordered surface (no partial
occupancies were used) and from the optimization of each
termination separately, compared to the data obtained from a
surface having both terminations. A better procedure would
have been to optimize the two terminations simultaneously
with the experimental data, like the approach adopted in the
present paper. However, this was not realized due to limitations
intrinsic to LEED-IV analysis of such a large system.

B. Surface energy deduced from DFT calculations

Surface energy is evaluated using the method described in
Ref. [25]. While in Ref. [25] asymmetric slabs were built and
relative surface energies were obtained to compare surface
models, in the present paper we use symmetric slabs in order
to calculate absolute surface energies.

The surface energy is calculated to be 1.09 J/m2 when
the chemical potential for Al is taken to be that of bulk
aluminum (−3.50 eV). It is lower than the surface energy
for the termination resulting from a simulated cleavage (Z
termination in Ref. [50]), calculated to be 1.19 J/m2. It is
also lower than the calculated surface energies for the related
Al5Co2 compound in the same Al-rich limit: 1.34 J/m2 for
(001), 1.38 J/m2 for (100), and 1.27 J/m2 for (21̄0) surfaces.

The surface energy calculated for Al13Co4(100) is larger
than the calculated values for Al(111): 0.80 J/m2 (GGA
approximation [51]), 1.00 J/m2 (LDA approximation [51]),
0.83 J/m2 (all electron calculation, within GGA [52]). As
already highlighted for the Al5Co2 low-index surfaces, it
is substantially related to the concentration of surface Co
atoms [53].

This result can be set against unusual surface properties of
complex metallic phases compared to simple metals [54]. In
particular, contact angles of Pb droplets on polycrystalline
films of aluminum and Al13Co4 have been reported. On
polycrystalline films of aluminum, the contact angles are
measured to be around 30 degrees, while they are around
50 degrees for polycrystalline films of Al13Co4 [55]. If
the experimental systems were effectively at thermodynamic
equilibrium, the previous results would show that the inter-
facial energy difference γPb/Al13Co4(100) − γPb/Al(111) is larger
than the difference in surface energies γAl13Co4(100) − γAl(111)

(�0.4 J/m2). This is consistent with previous Pb thin-film
growth on the same surfaces. While on Al(111) the Pb adatoms
are very mobile and the film grows in a layer-by-layer fashion
up to several tens of layers [56], on the Al13Co4(100) surface
the diffusion of Pb adatoms is much more reduced and only a
single pseudomorphic layer can be grown [57] followed by the
formation of large Pb mounds upon further dosing. This could
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be related to the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode involving
interfacial strain in the film due to lattice mismatch.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a surface structure determination by
SXRD of a quasicrystalline approximant, the Al13Co4 phase,
a complex intermetallic compound with more than 100 atoms
in its unit cell. This achievement was only possible due to
the large experimental data set that could be recorded—the
largest experimental data set ever analyzed with SXRD—a
consequence of the high density of crystal truncation rods and
of the relatively low symmetry of the system (124 symmetry-
nonequivalent CTRs). Fits of the SXRD data allowed us
to discriminate among various surface models and pointed
toward a bulk truncated surface at dense Al-rich puckered
planes where protruding surface Co atoms are missing. Surface
relaxations and exact atomic positions obtained by SXRD and
complementary DFT calculations are very similar and give

confidence in the analysis. In addition, the surface energy
of the corresponding surface model could be estimated from
DFT calculations with a rather low value of 1.09 J/m2. This
in turn allowed us to estimate interfacial energy differences
γPb/Al13Co4(100) − γPb/Al(111) larger than 0.4 J/m2, consistent with
a complex interface structure. This study opens up alterna-
tive perspectives for the determination of complex surface
structures, such as quasicrystalline and related intermetallic
surfaces.
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